*Scene Diagram & Website Research Det. Page #5430/C35
On 10/09/09 at approximately 0825 hrs I was contacted by Detective Sergeant Dan
Winslow #C16 and instructed to respond to the Angel Valley and assist with the
investigation taking place at that location. I arrived at Angel Valley at approximately
0918 hrs.
Detective Sergeant Tom Boelts #C10 assigned me to create a scene diagram for the area
of the investigation. Sergeant Boelts and other personnel assisted me in taking
measurements. A reference point for measurements was chosen near the western end of
the area. GPS coordinates for the reference point were N 34 degrees 48.207' and W 111
degrees 52.606' as determined with my agency-issued GPS unit. The unit indicated the
altitude as 3691 ft. and the accuracy as 21 ft. GPS data was obtained at 1407 hrs. A tape
measure was stretched eastward from the reference point to create a baseline.
Measurements were obtained by measuring from the baseline tape either northward or
southward to points of interest.
I later completed diagrams of the scene using The Crime Zone diagramming software,
version 4.0.9. The diagram and supporting documentation were later submitted to
evidence. Copies of the items were provided to the Case Detective. Note: Point number
55 does not appear in the diagrams and supporting documents because the number was
unintentionally skipped when on-scene measurements were taken.
Sergeant Boelts also requested that I research James Ray's website and Angel Valley's
website and document any relevant web pages on each site relating the event being
investigated. On 10/10/09 I accessed the websites using my agency-issued laptop
computer. Using TechSmith's Snag It screen capture software, version 9.1.0, I obtained
screen captures of various web pages from each website. I also obtained the related web
page source code using the Internet Explorer "Source" command, located under the View
tab. On 10/21/09 I obtained additional screen captures of various web pages from Angel
Valley's website using the same software. The web page captures and source code were
later saved to a CD-R Disc and submitted to evidence. The data was later provided to the
Case Detective.
End of supplement.
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